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vendor liSt Sale information

1. bantry beef 
 a & J youngberry
 Pittsworth Q 4356
 0427 968 311 
 andrew@jenand.com.au
 J-bas 7
 selling lots 11, 12, 27, 28

2. boonyouin reds
 M. l. Kearney
 KinGaroy Q 4610
 0458 645574
 boonyouinreds@gmail.com
 www.boonyouin.com
 J-bas 6
 selling lots 13, 20

3. clearview red angus
 G & M hoey
 allora Q 4362
 0438 460 156
 clearviewcvr@hotmail.com
 J -bas 6
 selling lots 1-5

4. gk livestock
 G & K iseppi
 Dalby Q 4405
 0427 790 652
 gklivestock@bigpond.com
 www.gklivestock.com
 J-bas 7
 selling lots 6, 7, 29-31, 34-38, 

42, 46-50

5. greenwood park red angus
 Gwf investments Pty ltd
 Pittsworth Q 4356
 0429 903 010
 greenwoodparkred@skymesh.com.au
 www.greenwoodparkred.com.au
 J-bas 7
 selling lots 14-19, 32, 33, 39, 

40, 44, 45

6. rosemullion red angus
 H. davies
 GooMburra Q 4362
 4666 6209
 heather.davies@rosemullion.com.au
 www.rosemullion.com
 J-bas 7
 selling lots 8-10, 21, 22

7. sophies reds
 sophie lack
 southbrooK Q 4363
 0429 136 941
 sophieamanda98@gmail.com
 J-bas 6 
 selling lot 41

8. triple m red angus
 C & r gapes
 ruKEnValE nsw 2474
 02 6636 4111
 triplem@rukenvale.com.au
 J-bas 6
 selling lots 23-26, 43

InspectIons
Sale time is 11am and inspections can be made from 8am on sale day. We 
will also be at the sale complex the day before, if you would like to inspect 
Friday afternoon after 3pm.
outsIde Agent RebAte
3% rebate will be paid to all agents introducing clients that purchase. A 
written introduction must be received by the vendor 24 hours prior to the 
sale and accounts to be settled within 7 days of sale date.
RefReshments
A canteen will be operating at the venue on sale day.
sAle dAy sAfety
While we are confident that the cattle offered for sale are quiet and used 
to being handled, sale day brings a different set of conditions and even the 
quietest animals can misbehave. Visitors entering sale pens do so at their 
own risk. If you are limited in your mobility or have small children with you, 
please do not enter the pens. 
elIte lIvestock AuctIons
This year, we are pleased to make available live video, live audio and live online 
bidding through Elite Livestock Auctions which allows buyers to participate 
without attending the sale. Online buyers can log in, watch & listen to the 
Auction in real time and place bids via your computer, iPad or smartphone.  
The process is user friendly and easy to navigate.  Simply log onto www.
elitelivestockauctions.com.au and Register to Bid. We recommend you register 
early with Elite Livestock Auctions prior to the Sale to familiarise yourself with 
bidding procedures in this format and please be sure to Request to Bid on the 
Power of Red Auction to receive real time notifications and bid online as well 
as view the pre-recorded and live Cattle Cam video.  On Sale day simply login, 
click “Enter Auction” on the catalogue page and you can start bidding.  Elite 
Livestock Auctions friendly staff are available to help you with your registration, 
please call 1300 15 31 35 or email chrisnorris@elitelivestockauctions.com.au
mobIle phones 
Mobile phones work at the Headingly Sale Complex. Landmark will have 
agents available to take you bid if you are unable to attend. Please make 
arrangements prior to sale day - Colby Ede 0417 265 980,   Andrew Costello 
0429 485 191 or Simon Booth 0438 756 245.  
RegIstRAtIon
All cattle are sold as herd book registered and are eligible for transfer at the 
vendor’s expense. Please advise transfer details on the Landmark Buyers 
Instruction sheet.
bReedIng soundness
All bulls have passed a semen test conducted by a qualified technician. All 
females have been inspected by a vet to confirm pregnancy status & breeding 
ability if unjoined. All animals lotted for sale have been PI tested negative 
for BVDV (Pestivirus) and lab reports have been tabled by the committee. 
All details will be available prior to sale day, via the Supplementary Sheet. 
Warranties as per the ALPA terms & conditions displayed in this catalogue.
supplementARy InfoRmAtIon
Bull weights, Scans & Semen results will be available as a Supplementary 
Sheet after 2pm Friday 7 September and will be uploaded to the Elite 
Livestock Auctions page as well.
InsuRAnce
Ownership passes at the fall of the hammer. Insurance can be arranged on 
the day through Landmark.
tRAnspoRt
All Cattle must be removed from the Headingly sale complex by Saturday 
afternoon. Transport & holding yard alternatives will be available. Please co-
ordinate with Landmark. No cattle will be loaded before completion of sale. 
Shipping and handling costs of the Embryo and Semen (genetic) lots will be 
the buyers expense.

agent - landmark toowoomba
phone - 07 4637 3000 fax - 07 4637 3022

andrew costello 0429 485 191
simon booth 0438 756 245

colby ede 0417 265 980
jennifer.radke@landmark.com.au
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breedplan
eXplanatorY note

Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN EBVs cannot be validly compared to the GROUP 
BREEDPLAN EBVs for other breeds (including Angus).
Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs): An Estimated Breeding Value EBV is an estimate 
of the genetic value of that particular animal for each trait measured.
Accuracy: Accuracy is presented with every EBV and gives an indication of the 
amount of information that has been used in the calculation of that EBV. The 
higher the accuracy the lower the likelihood of change in the animal’s EBV as more 
information is analysed for that animal or it’s relatives. Accuracy below 75% should 
be considered low.
birth: bWt: Birth Weight EBV (kg) is based on the measured birth weight of 
animals, adjusted for dam age. The lower the value the lighter the calf at birth 
and the lower the likelihood of a difficult birth. This is particularly important when 
selecting sires for use over heifers.
Fertility: SS: Scrotal Size EBV (cm) is an indicator of male fertility in regards to 
semen quality and quantity. Higher (positive) EBVs indicate larger scrotal size. SS is 
also positively associated with female fertility.
growth: milk: 200-Day Milk EBV (kg) is an estimate of an animal’s milking ability 
For sires, this EBV is indicative of their daughter’s milking ability as it affects the 
200 and 400 day weight of their calves.
200-Day Growth EBV (kg) is calculated from the weight of animals taken between 
80 and 300 days of age. Values are adjusted to 200 days and for age of dam. This 
EBV is the best single estimate of an animal’s genetic merit for growth to early 
ages.
400-Day Weight EBV (kg) is calculated from the weight of progeny taken between 
301 and 500 days of age, adjusted to 400 days and for age of dam. This EBV is the 
best single estimate of an animal’s genetic merit for yearling weight.
600-Day Weight EBV (kg) is calculated from the weight of progeny taken between 
501 and 900 days of age, adjusted to 600 days and for age of dam. This EBV is the 
best single estimate of an animal’s genetic merit for growth beyond yearling age.
mWt: Mature Cow Weight EBV (kg) is an estimate of the genetic difference in cow 
weight at 5 years of age. Moderate EBVs are generally more favourable.
carcase: cWt: Carcase Weight EBV (kg) estimates the genetic difference in carcase 
weight at a standard age of 650 days.
emA: Eye Muscle Area EBV (cm2) estimates genetic  differences in eye muscle area 
at the 12/13th-rib site of a 300kg-dressed carcase. More positive EBVs indicate 
larger eye muscle area and therefore higher retail beef yields.
RIb: Rib Fat EBV (mm) estimates the genetic differences in fat depth at the 12/13th 
rib in a 300kg dressed carcase. More positive EBVs indicate more subcutaneous fat 
and earlier maturity.
Rump: Rump Fat EBV (mm) estimates the genetic differences in fat depth at the P8 
site of a 300kg dressed carcase. More positive EBVs indicate more subcutaneous 
fat and earlier maturity.
Rby%: Retail Beef Yield Percent EBV (%) represents total (boned out) meat yield 
as a percentage of a 300kg dressed carcase. A more positive EBV indicates higher 
percentage yield for the 300kg carcase weight.
Imf%: Intra-muscular Fat Percent EBV (%) is an estimate of the genetic difference 
in the percentage of  intra-muscular  fat  at the 12/13th-rib site in a 300kg carcase. 
For some markets, larger more positive values are more favorable.

Table 1:  Average EBVs for the 2013 born animals analysed in the 2015 May Red Angus 
GROUP BREEDPLAN

Having trouble registering and logging in? 

Contact Elite Livestock Auctions 1300 15 31 35

HOW TO REGISTER with
ELITE LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS

Elite Livestock Auctions 
ABN 19 604 627 607

 340 Curtin Avenue West,  
Eagle Farm QLD 4009

 1300 15 31 35
 07 3041 5053 

www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au

Welcome to the new age of  
selling livestock in Australia and 
“Happy Bidding” 

Simply go to
www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au
using your desktop,
laptop, iPad, iPhone or 
android device

1
Once an account has 
been created you are 
all “Set to Bid”

7

Click on the  
“Sign Up”  page / link2

Each auction can then 
be viewed by clicking  
“Live Auction” logo 
on the Elite Livestock 
Auctions website

8

You will then be 
notified by email 
that an account has 
been created

6

At the completion of 
the auction, invoicing 
will be carried out as 
per your registration 
details by the Selling 
Agents.

12

Create a bidding 
profile using the bidder 
registration page.

(You can either register as a 
livestock agent, company or 
private buyer.)

3

Once you receive 
email notification that 
your account has been 
created please go to 
the sale you wish to  
bid at and click 
“Request to Bid”

9

Click “Register”5

On Sale day simply 
login, click “Enter 
Auction” on the 
catalogue page and 
you can start bidding.
(There is no need for 
software download)

11

Agree to the Elite 
Livestock Auctions
Terms & Conditions 
and the Selling 
Agents Sale Terms 
& Conditions as 
printed in the official 
Sale Catalogue

4

The sale agents will 
then approve your 
application to bid and 
on the sale catalogue 
you will see “  Bid 
Request Approved” 

10
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

introduction

2017 power of red Sale reSultS
*34 Bulls Av $5,110 and topped at $8,000
*2 Cows Av $9,125 and topped at $13,000
*7 Heifers Av $3,178 and topped at $5,000

top price lot in power of Red 
III was lot 40:
A/c GK: $13,000 GK Red Dina 
164 K33 & her heifer calf (GK 
N01) by Andras New Direction 
R240 purchased by Stu & Di 
Greenwood Pittsworth.

top price bull Ac maryanne 
kearney 
Lot 8: Boonyouin Legend 
$8,000 to Edwin Cooke, 
Proston via Elite Livestock

Bulls

1 cleARvIeW mAck cvRm2
 boRn:   19/01/2016  tAttoo:  cvRm2 Age: 31 months 
 vendor: gReg & melIndA hoey    

 RED LAZY MC CC DETOUR 2W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: TRIPLE M JAY WALKING (ET) (AI) MMMJ42
 TREVONE PARK LODI E2 (AI) 

 TOPS ROYAL GRAND APPROVAL G1 (ET) (AI) 
dAm: cleARvIeW elIZAbeth’s JAsmIn cvRJ3
 TOPS ROYAL ELIZABETH (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.0 +4.4 +28 +41 +55 +54 3 Day 4

Acc 38% 70% 53% 46% 47% 35% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Pestigard 4

+31
28%

   

Welcome all to our 4th Annual Power of Red Sale. It certainly does 
not seem like four years ago that the Queensland Red Angus Group 
held our Inaugural Sale. Markets and weather patterns have been up 
and down, testing us on and off from the Sales inception, but it has 
been great to see the resilience, toughness and survivability that our 
Red Angus cattle have displayed over this time. 
The eight Vendors this year are offering a superb run of Northern 
bred bulls and females, along with some new and exciting genetic 
lots, all carrying the traits Red Angus are renowned for. Remember if 
you can’t make it on the day, but would still like to watch the sale or 
bid, please register and log on through Elite Livestock Auctions. The 
Committee look forward to seeing you all on Sale Day.

Regards, Kirrily Iseppi (for the Power of Red Sale Group)

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

Sale committee Craig Gapes, Kirrily Iseppi, Heather Davies, Maryanne 
Kearney & Stuart Greenwood at Farmfest 2018.

notes: What a beauty this bull has grown into. Not only a grower-type of bull, 
but man did he fill out quick for one, with a fantastic wide, flat back. Mack 
is quiet and respects fences. Short-coat-bred for Aussie conditions.  Keep an 
eye out for his full brother “Clearview Mission Impossible” (Lot 5) and his 3/4 
brother “Clearview Marty McFly” (Lot 4), who have both had their tick fever 
shots. They will grow into very similar bulls like “Mack”.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

2 CLEARVIEW MUSCLES (ET) (AI) CVRM6

 boRn:   17/06/2016  tAttoo:  cvRm6 Age: 26 months
 vendor: gReg & melIndA hoey

 GLACIER LOGAN 210 (MAF) (OSF) 
sIRe: Red tkp bodAcIous 693 cAnm875126
 RED TKP LASA MADONNA 

 FERNDALE PARK STRIKE Y165 (ET) (AI) 
dAm: donnA-lynn bIndI 1ynb22
 DUARRAN R563
      

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +1.1 +3.3 +22 +29 +44 +64 +7 3 Day 4

Acc 51% 74% 60% 56% 56% 47% 45% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.2 +25 +1.3 -0.3 -0.3 +0.8 -0.4 Pestigard 4

35% 43% 34% 39% 38% 37% 37%

3 CLEARVIEW MOJO (ET) (AI) CVRM8

 boRn:   19/06/2016  tAttoo:  cvRm8 Age: 26 months
 vendor: gReg & melIndA hoey  

 GLACIER LOGAN 210 (MAF) (OSF) 
sIRe: Red tkp bodAcIous 693 cAnm875126
 RED TKP LASA MADONNA 

 FERNDALE PARK STRIKE Y165 (ET) (AI) 
dAm: donnA-lynn bIndI 1ynb22
 DUARRAN R563

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +1.6 +4.6 +26 +34 +50 +70 +7 3 Day 4

Acc 51% 74% 60% 56% 56% 47% 45% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.3 +27 +1.3 -0.3 -0.3 +0.8 -0.4 Pestigard 4

35% 43% 34% 39% 38% 37% 37%

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

notes: I will let this picture do the talking for this bull. Muscles is by the late 
great Red TKP Bodacious 693. Muscles is a naturally docile bull with alot of 
added muscle who will suit a wide range of paddock conditions and breeds. 
All Clearview Red Angus Bulls are bred with short-coat genetics for Aussie 
conditions.

notes: I really love this bull, and these aren’t words I use loosely. Mojo 
is a spectacular bull who is a must see in person. I don’t think you will be 
disappointed. Mojo is by the late great Red TKP Bodacious 693. Mojo is a 
stunning Cherry-red, slick-coated bull with a very nice frame.

8 9



July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

4 cleARvIeW mARty mcfly cvRm13

 boRn:   16/07/2016 tAttoo:  cvRm13 Age: 25 months
 vendor: gReg & melIndA hoey 

 RED LAZY MC CC DETOUR 2W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: TRIPLE M JAY WALKING (ET) (AI) MMMJ42
 TREVONE PARK LODI E2 (AI) 

 FERNDALE PARK STRIKE Y165 (ET) (AI) 
dAm: donnA-lynn bIndI 1ynb22
 DUARRAN R563 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.3 +3.1 +22 +33 +45 +55 3 Day 4

Acc 39% 69% 52% 45% 46% 34% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+27 Pestigard 4

27%

  

5 cleARvIeW mIssIon ImpossIble cvRm14 
 BORN:   04/08/2016 TATTOO:  CVRM14 AGE: 25 months
 vendor: gReg & melIndA hoey 

 RED LAZY MC CC DETOUR 2W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: TRIPLE M JAY WALKING (ET) (AI) MMMJ42
 TREVONE PARK LODI E2 (AI) 

 TREVONE PARK KING PIN (ET) (AI) 
DAM: TOPS ROYAL ELIZABETH (AI) RRME01
 DONNA-LYNN BINDI

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.4 +4.5 +28 +41 +56 +57 +9 3 Day 4

Acc 40% 69% 52% 46% 47% 35% 26% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+31 Pestigard 4

29%

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

notes: Marty is a 3/4 brother to Lot 1 (Clearview Mack) and Lot 5 (Clearview 
Mission Impossible). Check out Lot 1, as young Marty McFly will grow into a 
very similar bull.

notes: Mission Impossible is a full brother to Lot 1. This young bull will grow 
into a very similar bull to Lot 1. All Clearview Red Angus Bulls are bred with 
short-coat genetics for Aussie conditions. 
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

6 gk Red hot mAgIc m45 gk m45 

 boRn:   04/11/2016 tAttoo:  gk m45 Age: 22 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI   

 RED BADLANDS NET WORTH 23U (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: GK RED 23U HOT SPIN H49 (ET) GK H49
 RED BRYLOR ANNIE 240U (MAF) 

 RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: GK RED RUBA 26 G40 (ET) (AI) GK G40
 RED HOWE MS RUBA DDH 7H (MAF)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.9 +3.9 +27 +38 +55 +72 +10 3 Day 4

Acc 38% 71% 56% 49% 50% 40% 31% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.7 +34 -0.2 Vibrovax 4

27% 34% 25% Pestigard 4

7 GK RED MUTUAL FUND M34 (AI) GK M34

 boRn:   03/10/2016 tAttoo:  gk m34 Age: 23 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI

 RED LAZY MC EYE SPY 64Y (AMF) (NHF) 
SIRE: RED WPRA LEGACY A-314 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1777454
 RED WPRA EVERLEDA ENTENSE 610 

 RED BRYLOR SDL PASQUALE 213P (MAF) 
DAM: GK 213 RED DINA H24 (AI) GK H24
 GK RED DINA 2T F27 (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.1 +5.2 +39 +65 +93 +92 +14 3 Day 4

Acc 56% 54% 58% 54% 59% 46% 32% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+59 -1.2 -1.6 +1.6 -0.1 Vibrovax 4

44% 30% 30% 27% 25% Pestigard 4

notes:  Magic M45 was the calf at side of GK Red Ruba 26 G40 when she 
won the Urquhart Trophy for Supreme Beef Exhibit at the 2017 Sydney Royal. 
M45 has gone on to grow into an extremely powerful, deep bodied, high 
performance bull with added length and standing on good bone. His Sire 
Hot Spin H49 was imported from Canada as an embryo and has been our 
senior walking Sire at GK for several years producing excellent progeny.  SNP 
profiled and parent verified, dual registered HBR with both the Angus and 
RA Societies. GK is a Qld J-Bas 7 herd making our lots eligible to travel to all 
States. 

notes: Mutual Fund M34 is a high performance, very athletic sire prospect, 
with an outcross pedigree. He is one of the first bulls to sell by WPRA Legacy 
in Australia and is out of a broody, big high capacity Pasquale daughter in 
H24 who is one of our best producing young cows, with a perfect udder. 
A maternal brother to M34 sold in POR III last year for $7000. M34 has a 
great set of figures being in the top 1% of the breed for 200, 400 and 600 
day weight, Carcase Weight and Northern Steer Index Values and top 5% 
for Supermarket Trade Index and Retail Beef Yield. He is also in the top 20% 
for milk. SNP profiled and parent verified, dual registered HBR with both the 
Angus and RA Societies.
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

8 ROSEMULLION RED MERLIN (AI) HMDM16

 boRn:   25/09/2016 tAttoo:  hmdm16 Age: 23 months
 vendor: RosemullIon Red Angus 

 OLC CHATEAU K465 (OSF) 
SIRE: WILLANDRA ERIC (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) PCSE15
 WILLANDRA MOONLITE Y7 

 FERNDALE PARK ROB ROY (ET) (AI) 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN BREANNA (OSF) 1YNB16
 DONNA-LYNN RED CHERRY

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.0 +2.5 +25 +35 +50 +51 +11 3 Day 4

Acc 58% 73% 66% 61% 61% 49% 47% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.7 +33 +1.2 -1.0 -1.3 +1.3 -0.5

30% 48% 34% 39% 39% 37% 33%

notes: A well-muscled, thick topped bull with loads of capacity who is  
phenotypically like his growth trait leading sire Willandra Eric. Some great 
genetics through his sire line going back to the powerhouse OLC Chateau and 
his dam with IBR influence. 
 

GET BREEDERS 

PERFORMANCE READY

FOR INCREASED FERTILITY, 
CONCEPTION & PRODUCTIVITY

Customer Support: 1800 009 847 

Scientifically proven results: 
y     4 in 1 trace mineral injection

y     �Ideal for topping up breeders pre joining
y     Rapid absorbtion2 and accurate dosing

virbac.com.au/multimin

IMPROVE CONCEPTION RATES

BETTER EMBRYO SURVIVAL

TIGHTER CALVING INTERVAL

1. Mundell et al (2012), PAS, 28:82-88
2. Pogge et al (2012), J. Anim. Sci, 90:2692-2698

62.0%
60.0%
58.0%
56.0%
54.0%
52.0%
50.0%
48.0%
46.0%

Multimin

Co
nc

ep
tio

n

Control

Multimin provided cattle with a significant 
improvement in fertility1

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

9 ROSEMULLION RED MORPHEUS (ET) HMDM19

 boRn:   14/11/2016 tAttoo:  hmdm19 Age: 21 months
 vendor: RosemullIon Red Angus    

 RED LAZY MC STOUT 30S 
SIRE: RED DIAMOND T HIPS STOUT 107U (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1443593
 RED TOWAW MONIQUE 2K (MAF) (OSF) 

 TE MANIA XPO X84 (BLACK) (AMF) (NHC) 
DAM: HICKS RED DESIRE C687 (AI) (NHF) HRAC687
 HICKS RED DESIRE Z585 (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -2.2 +2.1 +23 +35 +42 +45 +10 3 Day 4

Acc 50% 59% 53% 50% 50% 41% 39% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.7 +26 +1.8 +0.7 +0.9 +0.0 +0.6

40% 41% 31% 42% 42% 39% 38%

notes:  A very good-natured bull with plenty of muscle and fat being in the 
top 10% EBV for IMF and top 20% for EMA showing his prolific dam’s 
influence. Hips Stout progeny are easy born calves that combine softness 
and performance.
 

10 ROSEMULLION RED MARS (ET) HMDM13

 boRn:   12/09/2016 tAttoo:  hmdm13 Age: 23 months 
 vendor: RosemullIon Red Angus    

 RED SVR GANGSTER 14S (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED NORTHLINE FAT TONY 605U (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) CANM1462961
 RED NORTHLINE RUBY 0305N 

 RED U-2 ILLICIT 423P (OSF) 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN CHERIE F5 (AI) 1YNF5
 DONNA-LYNN CHERIE

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.3 +2.1 +18 +25 +37 +37 +8 3 Day 4

Acc 51% 69% 56% 52% 52% 39% 32% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.6 +21 +1.0 +0.3 +0.4 +0.2 +0.2

38% 37% 25% 32% 32% 30% 28%

notes: A low birth weight, early maturing bull with a quiet nature, M13 is 
soft and long bodied, reflecting the power and muscle of his sire Fat Tony.

 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

11 GK RED 240 LINCOLN L27 (AI) GK L27

 boRn:   02/12/2015 tAttoo:  gk l27 Age: 33 months
 vendor: AndReW youngbeRRy    

 ANDRAS IN FOCUS B152 (BLACK RC) (OSF) 
SIRE: ANDRAS NEW DIRECTION R240 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) USAM1506922
 ANDRAS KURUBA B111 (BLACK RC) (NHF) (OSF) 

 RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: GK RED 26 DINA J19 (ET) (AI) GK J19
 RED SSS DINA 715X (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -1.7 +2.7 +30 +48 +64 +68 +10 3 Day 4

Acc 61% 71% 66% 60% 59% 44% 28% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Virovax 4

+0.9 +41 +1.0 +0.1 +0.3 +0.2 +0.3

42% 45% 31% 39% 39% 37% 35%

  

notes: Lincoln is the magnificent son of Americas Top bull for 2017 Andras 
New Direction.  Lincoln was the stunning bull calf purchased on a gorgeous 
Mulberry cow and also top price GK J19 cow in the 2016 POR sale. A great 
heifer bull to add depth of body, fleshing ease and his deep, dark red colour.
A fantastic bull for crossbred mating to add softness and marbling without 
sacrificing performance levels. Lincoln has been used as our back up bull 
here at Bantry Beef.
 
 

12 DAWSON MIGHTY BOY M6 (AI) ZJBM6

 boRn:   09/02/2016 tAttoo:  ZJbm6 Age: 30 months
 vendor: AndReW youngbeRRy  

 RED SVR GANGSTER 14S (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED NORTHLINE FAT TONY 605U (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) CANM1462961
 RED NORTHLINE RUBY 0305N 

 RED BAR-E-L APPROVAL 4L 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN HARMONY (ET) (AI) 1YNH3
 DONNA-LYNN VICKI (TWIN) (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.4 +2.4 +17 +24 +34 +29 +6 3 Day 4

Acc 48% 58% 50% 48% 47% 37% 33% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Virovax 4

+0.6 +18 +1.6 +0.6 +0.9 +0.2 +0.1

37% 37% 26% 34% 34% 31% 30%

notes: Mighty Boy is the son of the well-respected Canadian bull Red 
Northline Fat Tony. He was purchased as a calf at foot in 2016 POR sale, on a 
beautiful Approval cow and he’s grown into a beauty himself, with excellent 
muscle shape and a strong topline. Mighty Boy has sired some magnificent 
1st cross Santa’s this year here at Bantry, from first calf heifers -  he is a true 
heifer bull.
 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

13 boonyouIn mAtRIX m20 mAkm20

 boRn:   04/09/2016 tAttoo:  mAkm20 Age: 24 months
 vendor: mARyAnne keARney  

 PARINGA RED ADA E12 
SIRE: IBR E12 HUDSON H112 (OSF) IBRH112
 HICKS RED D674 (OSF) 

 LEACHMAN RED ROBIN HOOD 1174B (OSF) 
DAM: BOONYOUIN LCC TRIX G20 (ET) (AI) MAKG20
 TREVONE PARK TRIX B2 (ET) (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.3 +4.0 +33 +52 +76 +76 +16 3 Day 4

Acc 35% 47% 50% 50% 47% 40% 37% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.8 +49 +2.8 -0.1 -0.1 +1.0 +0.4

45% 43% 35% 42% 42% 40% 35%

notes:  Large framed bull sired by an IBR Red Angus bull, full of Hicks, Paringa 
& Te Mania bloodlines. Matrix is out of my great Robin Hood cow Trix G20 who 
has produced Boonyouin’s top priced bulls at the first 2 Power of Red sales. 
G20 is an ET daughter of Trevone Park Trix B2, one of the foundation females 
of Boonyouin, and a terrific female line of cattle. Matrix has exceptional EBVs 
to balance his long, sleek coated frame, with good feet and bone.

14 GREENWOOD PARK MOONSHINE (ET) (AI) GWPM10

 boRn:   15/11/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm10 Age: 21 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y (BLACK RC) 
SIRE: RED TER-RON PARKER 34A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1726773
 RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 164Y 

 IBR RED CANYON V536 
DAM: IBR RED WHISPER X537 (OSF) IBRX537
 IBR RED WHISPER U528 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.6 +4.7 +32 +46 +62 +61 +9 3 Day 4

Acc 37% 66% 50% 42% 44% 31% 29% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

Pestigard 4

  

notes: The first in the Greenwood Park lineup for this year’s sale. Shiney 
as he is called on the farm continues to impress us with his thickness, 
muscling, length and his temperament. His Dam from the Whisper family 
was purchased in the IBR dispersal is still performing for us as a donor female 
at the ripe old age of 16. His sire, Parker ranks in the top 1% of Canadian 
EBV’s for weaning and yearling weight. A real powerhouse performer that 
would not be out of place in a stud or commercial operation.
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

15 gReenWood pARk noAh n09 gWpn09

 boRn:   05/03/2017 tAttoo:  gWpn09 Age: 18 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd   

 DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: T&R JUGGERNAUT (ET) TRHJ5
 BST TULLATOOLA ROSE G68 (AI) 

 RED NORTHLINE IGNITION 125W (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN RED CHERRY J8 (AI) 1YNJ8
 IBR RED CHERRY Y649

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.4 +3.8 +27 +39 +53 +53 3 Day 4

Acc 36% 52% 42% 40% 39% 29% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+30 Pestigard 4

27%

notes: Noah is our youngest bull in the sale this year at 18 months. He is 
structurally correct with outstanding growth and carcass attributes for his 
age. A deep red slick coated stud or leading commercial sire of the future. 
Parentage on Noah’s Dam’s side goes back to IBRY649 who now has some 
32 registered progeny and to DMM Creed, the Canadian Farmfair Supreme 
Champion Bull for 2011, with 213 registered progeny.  His dam J8 provided 
our first class win at the Ekka in 2015 and remains in use in our flush 
program. Her outstanding temperament has shown through in Noah. His 
maternal half-brother sold as Lot 1 in last year’s POR III for $4500. Juggernaut 
as his sire has been our cover bull for the past three years and has produced 
several structurally sound females we have retained within the herd. Lots 18, 
32 and 33 in the sale are also by Juggernaut.

16 GREENWOOD PARK MATRIX (AI) GWPM69

 boRn:   15/11/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm69 Age: 21 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd   

 5L NORSEMAN KING 2291 (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED RMJ REDMAN 1T (MAF) (OSF) CANM1415715
 CROWFOOT KURUBA 4033P (BLACK RC) 

 RED SSS SOLDIER 365W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
DAM: GREENWOOD PARK TRIX K07 (ET) (AI) GWPK07
 BOONYOUIN E11 TRIX G55

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.7 +2.5 +21 +37 +44 +36 +8 3 Day 4

Acc 59% 71% 59% 55% 55% 45% 30% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.9 +29 +2.2 +0.9 +1.2 +0.1 +0.6 Pestigard 4

38% 41% 30% 37% 37% 35% 33%

notes: Plenty of carcase performance in this deep red bull, out of a first 
calving Soldier heifer, Matrix has grown into an impressive bull. He is by a 
calving ease & carcase bull Redman 1T and his dam was our 2016-17 show 
heifer from the Trix line. We have calves on the ground by him already, after 
using him on a handful of heifers last summer. Sire of Lot 33’s calf.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

17 GREENWOOD PARK MOSES M01 (ET) GWPM01

 boRn:   23/11/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm01 Age: 21 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 RED NORTHLINE REV 341R (MAF) 
SIRE: RED NORTHLINE IGNITION 125W (MAF) (OSF) CANM1537388
 RED JAYDERNE NADINE 7N 

 KANSAS RED AMAZON U93 (AI) (MAF) 
dAm: IbR Red cheRRy y649 IbRy649
 IBR RED CHERRY S552

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.1 +3.3 +26 +34 +48 +52 +8 3 Day 4

Acc 43% 68% 54% 47% 48% 35% 32% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+27 Pestigard 4

29%

notes: ET son of Northline Ignition the 2010 NILE Grand Champion Bull, 
Moses has extra bone and is a later maturing type who will continue to grow 
out for another 18 months. He is out of a locally well-known donor cow IBR 
Red Cherry Y649 or “Grace”, who continues to thrive at 15years of age. She 
has 32 registered progeny on the ground and many still in the tank.

 

18 GREENWOOD PARK MR. ROMANTIC (AI) GWPM35

 boRn:   22/11/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm35 Age: 21 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: T&R JUGGERNAUT (ET) TRHJ5
 BST TULLATOOLA ROSE G68 (AI) 

 BST TULLATOOLA STALLION F57 (AI) 
dAm: IbR f57 desIRe J170 IbRJ170
 HICKS RED DESIRE Z648

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.6 +3.9 +27 +39 +55 +61 +10 3 Day 4

Acc 51% 69% 56% 51% 51% 37% 26% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.5 +30 -0.2 -0.2 +0.5 Pestigard 4

26% 34% 27% 27% 25%

notes: Good length in this rich red Juggernaut son. Juggernaut is our current 
herd sire and son of DMM Creed who was Supreme Champion Bull at Farmfair 
in 2011. Out of an IBR cow who goes back to the Hicks Red Desire female line, 
and who sold for $5,000 at last year’s Power of Red sale as a PTIC cow. 
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

19 GREENWOOD PARK MAJOR (AI) GWPM38

 boRn:   12/11/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm38 Age: 21 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y (BLACK RC) 
SIRE: RED TER-RON PARKER 34A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1726773
 RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 164Y 

 5 L NORSEMAN KING 2291 
DAM: ROCKRIDGE NORSEMAN BLAZE G16 (AI) MAXG16
 ROCKRIDGE R-STALLION BLAZE C54  

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -1.0 +3.1 +24 +36 +45 +44 +7 3 Day 4

Acc 45% 71% 54% 48% 50% 37% 27% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+27 Pestigard 4

31%

notes: Another Parker son showing plenty of muscle, with added length 
coming from his Norseman King Dam G16. 

20 boonyouIn mobsteR m69 mAkm69

boRn:   04/12/2016 tAttoo:  mAkm69 Age: 21 months
vendor: mARyAnne keARney    

 RED NORTHLINE FAT TONY 605U (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: BOONYOUIN HIT MAN H7 (ET) (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) MAKH7
 TREVONE PARK TRIX B2 (ET) (AI) 

 GK RED ATTENTION SECA A25 
dAm: boonyouIn deltA d41 mAkd41
 MAYO W17

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.2 +2.4 +19 +28 +42 +41 +7 3 Day 4

Acc 31% 46% 54% 49% 47% 34% 33% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

-0.2 +25 +1.9 +1.0 +1.5 -0.1 +0.3

62% 42% 35% 41% 41% 39% 33%

notes: Ideal heifer bull - M69 is an easy doing bull. He is a typical example of 
Boonyouin’s previous Hitman bulls offered at sale - moderate framed, really 
balanced confirmation and packed with meat & muscle after a light prep. 
Ideal for heifers. 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

21 ROSEMULLION RED NICHOLAS (AI) HMDN4

 boRn:   01/03/2017 tAttoo:  hmdn4 Age: 18 months
 vendor: RosemullIon Red Angus    

 RED SSS SOLDIER 365W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED LAZY MC TROOPER 21Y (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1639504
 LAZY MC EXPRESS 60W (BLACK RC) 

 MESSMER PACKER S008 (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: IBR MP ROSEBUD J33 (AI) IBRJ33
 HICKS ROSEBUD G124 (AI) (NHF) (OSF)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -2.1 +2.0 +29 +52 +62 +55 +15 3 Day 4

Acc 61% 58% 58% 57% 52% 40% 29% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+1.0 +46 -0.4 -0.5 +1.1 +0.3

30% 43% 29% 28% 27% 25%

notes: A low birth weight bull with across the board positive EBVs that is 
sure to add value to any breeding program. He is an early maturing, soft 
bull combining the best genetics from his sire Trooper and from a highly 
productive Hicks female line who has bred very well for us.

 

bred to perform

“Rosemullion”
1147 North Branch Road, Goomburra QLD 4362

P 0439 470 390  E heather.davies@rosemullion.com.au
www.rosemullion.com.au

Proudly supporting the Power of Red Sale

Lot 8 
Rosemullion Red Merlin
HMDM16 
by Willandra Eric

Lot 10 
Rosemullion Red Mars
HMDM13 by Red 
Northline Fat Tony

Lot 9 
Rosemullion Red 
Morpheus
HMDM19 by Red 
Diamond T Hips Stout 
YYY

Also selling Lot 21 Rosemullion Red Nicholas
and Lot 22 Rosemullion Red Napolean.

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

22 ROSEMULLION RED NAPOLEON (AI) HMDN6

 boRn:   14/04/2017 tAttoo:  hmdn6 Age: 16 months
 vendor: RosemullIon Red Angus    

 RED VGW GAME PLAN 508 (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED PIE GAME ON 9109 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1348599
 RED TPIE CASCADE 561 (OSF) 

 HICKS MAKE MY DAY Y573 (AI) 
DAM: HICKS RED PATRICIA D679 (OSF) HRAD679
 HICKS RED PATRICIA A518 (AI)   

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.5 +4.3 +34 +44 +63 +56 +17 3 Day 4

Acc 55% 57% 48% 45% 46% 36% 37% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.0 +37 +1.0 -0.4 -0.6 +0.5 +0.4

33% 35% 27% 35% 35% 33% 31%

notes: An early maturing, easy doing young bull with plenty of muscle and 
fat being in the top 10% for 200 day growth EBV and top 5% for milk EBV. 
His dam is a very productive Hicks female.

23 TRIPLE M NO WAY BACK (ET) MMMN10

 boRn:   17/03/2017 tAttoo:  mmmn10 Age: 17 months
 vendor: tRIple m Red Angus

 RED BAR-E-L RIBEYE 103R (OSF) 
SIRE: RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 308U (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1481951
 RED WILBAR CORA 443P 

 RED BAR-E-L APPROVAL 4L 
DAM: TREVONE PARK RED WHISPER A8 (AI) VDMA8
 IBR RED WHISPER N513 (ET)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV 3 Day 4

Acc 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf

notes: No Way Back is the first of the “Ribeye’s”.  If you are looking for that 
little bit of extra growth, he will certainly suit your market.  He is out of our 
ever-consistent Whisper line.  His dam is sired by Approval, whom needs no 
introduction. Potential Stud Sire!!!
 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

24 TRIPLE M NOAH (ET) MMMN12

 boRn:   17/03/2017 tAttoo:  mmmn12 Age: 17 months
 vendor: tRIple m Red Angus    

 RED BAR-E-L RIBEYE 103R (OSF) 
SIRE: RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 308U (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
cAnm1481951
 RED WILBAR CORA 443P 

 RED LAZY MC COWBOY CUT 26U (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
DAM: TRIPLE M DUSTY K87 (ET) MMMK87
 RED TER-RON DUSTY 98J (MAF) 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV 3 Day 4

Acc 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf

notes: A stylish son of Ribeye.  He stands on great feet and legs, has good 
strength of spine, is smooth shouldered and has good muscling.  His dam, 
Dusty K87 is a fully imported embryo from the Red Ter-Ron program in 
Canada.

25 TRIPLE M NEVER SAY NEVER (ET) MMMN9

 boRn:   15/03/2017 tAttoo:  mmmn9 Age: 17 months
 vendor: tRIple m Red Angus  

 RED BAR-E-L RIBEYE 103R (OSF) 
SIRE: RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 308U (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1481951
 RED WILBAR CORA 443P 

 RED BAR-E-L APPROVAL 4L 
DAM: TREVONE PARK RED WHISPER A8 (AI) VDMA8
 IBR RED WHISPER N513 (ET)   

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV 3 Day 4

Acc 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf

notes: The third Ribeye son in our draft. This bull has plenty to offer the 
industry.  He is well balanced, has moderate frame and overall volume.  He is 
a powerful Stud Sire or a top end commercial bull.

 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

26 tRIple m noodle mmmn16

 boRn:   25/05/2017 tAttoo:  mmmn16 Age: 15 months
 vendor: tRIple m Red Angus   

 RED PIE GAME ON 9109 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: TRIPLE M HUCKLEBERRY (ET) (AI) MMMH87
 TREVONE PARK WHISPER Y22

 RED WILDMAN DENALI 19L
DAM: RRA DODO (ET) (AI) RRAB17
 RED HENDERSON DUCHESS 20’99

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV 3 Day 4

Acc 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf

notes: The youngest bull in our draft - just 15 months of age.  He is the 
natural calf of a 13 year old cow.  This young bull displays an attractive profile.  
He has adequate length, depth and thickness.  He walks on great feet and 
legs. Just a good all round bull!
 

27 BANTRY BEEF RED IGNITION (AI) BBPN1

 boRn:   30/01/2017 tAttoo:  bbpn1 Age: 19 months
 vendor: AndReW youngbeRRy  

 RED NORTHLINE REV 341R (MAF) 
SIRE: RED NORTHLINE IGNITION 125W (MAF) (OSF) CANM1537388
 RED JAYDERNE NADINE 7N 

 BOONYOUIN FOREMAN F21 
dAm: boonyouIn Red dInA h45 mAkh45
 BOONYOUIN RED DINA E5

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.5 +3.7 +26 +38 +52 +55 3 Day 4

Acc 49% 52% 40% 35% 35% 25% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Vibrovax 4

notes: Ignition is a solid, easy doing young bull with good growth for age. 
He is by a Canadian bull Red Northline Ignition out of a fantastic Boonyouin 
Red Dina cow. His sire Ignition is the sire of outstanding females and Bulls 
that farmers love for their performance and do-ability.  This bull exhibits very 
good temperament and has grown well in tough conditions. 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

28 BANTRY BEEF RED SPYDER (AI) BBPN2

 boRn:   24/03/2017 tAttoo:  bbpn2 Age: 17 months
 vendor: AndReW youngbeRRy    

 RED LAZY MC EYE SPY 64Y (AMF) (NHF) 
SIRE: RED LAZY MC SPYDER 149A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1756357
 RED LAZY MC LARKABA 127Y 

 RED SIX MILE GRAND SLAM 130Z (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
DAM: ROSEYS GS DINA L2 (AI) SWRL2
 BOONYOUIN RED DINA H45

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -2.8 +2.9 +30 +45 +57 +53 3 Day 4

Acc 52% 49% 41% 39% 39% 29% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Vibrovax 4

+37 -0.1 -0.2

29% 25% 25%

notes: Spyder is a quiet natured, easy doing son of well known heifer bull 
Red Lazy MC Spyder from Canada. His Grand Slam dam another Dina cow 
and is the daughter of Boonyouin Red Dina H45 so has great breeding on the 
female side. Spyder has been raised in tough conditions but has done well 
despite that. Red Lazy MC Spyder is known for providing a consistent blend 
of calving ease with exceptional phenotype and great maternal strength.
 
 

29 GK RED 26 NIGHT VISION (ET) (AI) GK N18

 boRn:   27/08/2017 tAttoo:  gk n18  Age: 12 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI   

 RED COMPASS MULBERRY 449M 
SIRE: RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) CANM1237972
 RED DUS FAYETTE 8G 

 RED BRYLOR NEW TREND 22D (MAF) 
dAm: Red bRyloR essence 230u cAnf1493898
 RED STEN ESSENCE 42G  

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.1 +4.4 +36 +57 +79 +84 +14 3 Day 4

Acc 55% 72% 65% 60% 60% 52% 50% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+1.1 +52 +1.6 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4 +0.4 Pestigard 4

45% 51% 40% 47% 46% 45% 44% Vibrovax 4

notes: Night Vision N18 is a stylish, big topped, very growth yearling who 
was imported from Canada as an embryo. His Sire is the triple trait leader and 
breed legend Red Fine Line Mulberry 26P and his Dam is a direct daughter of 
the famous Red Sten Essence 42G cow and the Maternal Giant and multi trait 
leader for Growth and Milk, New Trend 22D. N18 sits in the top 5% of the 
breed for 200, 400 and 600 day weight, carcase weight and Northern Steer 
Index Values on Group Breedplan. He is also in the top 20% of the Breed for 
Milk, Eye Muscle area, Rib and Rump Fat and Marbling (IMF). Eligible for 
Herdbook registration with Angus Australia.

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

30 GK RED 75 NEXT STEP N16 (ET) (AI) GK N16

 boRn:   22/08/2017 tAttoo:  gk n16 Age: 12 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI

 GUMBO GULCH CREED 94S (BLACK) (AMF) (NHF) 
SIRE: DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1526335
 RED DMM ESSENCE 156P 

 RED NORTHLINE CRUSH 59R 
DAM: RED NORTHLINE CREAM SODA 241X (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) CANF1588169
 RED NORTHLINE REBA 341S (AMF) (MAF) (NHF)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.5 +3.2 +24 +29 +43 +38 3 Day 4

Acc 35% 69% 58% 50% 49% 33% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.0 +24 Pestigard 4

25% 33% Vibrovax 4

notes: N16 is a moderate framed, stout young bull with loads of muscle 
mass. Small born and with an awesome temperament, Next Step is the result 
of an embryo imported from Canada, being sired by the successful Canadian 
black red carrier DMM Creed 75W and out of the gorgeous donor cow Red 
Northline Cream Soda. Full sister N14 sells today in POR IV also as Lot 37.

 

31 GK RED 1B NEXUS N21 (AI) GK N21

 boRn:   16/09/2017 tAttoo:  gk n21 Age: 11 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI  

 RED SOO LINE POWER EYE 161X (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED DOUBLE B BULLSEYE 1B (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1788640
 RED BLAIRS PRICILLA 44Z 

 GK RED ATTENTION SECA A25 
dAm: gReenWood pARk tRIX gWph01
 TREVONE PARK TRIX E24

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.6 +3.3 +28 +40 +55 +57 +9 3 Day 4

Acc 53% 69% 60% 49% 49% 33% 25% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+34 Pestigard 4

31% Vibrovax 4

notes:  Nexus N21 is the youngest bull in the sale being just shy of 12 months 
of age. N21 is a moderate framed, thick topped calf with plenty of rib shape 
and ease of fleshing. He is a son of new Canadian Sire Red Double B Bullseye 
1B who has sired a great set of weaners at GK in his first year of use. N21 was 
small born while still maintaining figures well over breed average for growth 
staying in the top 35% of the breed. Dam H01 is a consistent breeding female 
who was purchased out of POR I in 2015. A maternal brother sold for $9000 
in POR II and has bred really well over Brahman females. This young N21 bull 
would do the same in a cross breeding situation and would be very safe to 
use over maiden heifers.

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

Donation lot

32 gReenWood pARk J5 tRIX n05 gWpn05

 boRn:   11/02/2017 tAttoo:  gWpn05 Age: 18 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: T&R JUGGERNAUT (ET) TRHJ5
 BST TULLATOOLA ROSE G68 (AI) 

 LEACHMAN RED ROBIN HOOD 1174B (OSF) 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN TRIX H4 (ET) (AI) 1YNH4
 TREVONE PARK TRIX B2 (ET) (AI)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.4 +3.0 +28 +43 +64 +63 +14 3 Day 4

Acc 42% 72% 56% 52% 52% 40% 31% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Pestigard 4

+0.7 +40 +1.6 -0.2 -0.2 +0.9 +0.1

31% 37% 25% 30% 30% 28% 27%

notes:  It is with much pleasure that we offer this heifer as a donation lot, 
with all proceeds to the Power of Red Sale. Out of the paddock the day before 
this photo, she straight away showed a soft temperament and is now well 
under way to being broken in for handling. She is our first Juggernaut female 
to sell at auction, we have kept great line of heifers by our DMM Creed bull, 
but as they say, you can’t keep them all. Her Robin Hood dam goes back to 
the Trevone Park Trix line that has worked well for us and a number of other 
Queensland studs. She has above average EBVs with a balance of growth and 
carcase merit.

Qld Red Angus Sale POWER OF RED IV

Offering Lots:
6 Bulls, Cow & Calf,

2 Heifers & Embryo Packages

Introducing
Greenwood Park 
Moonshine 
(ET) (AI) GWPM10

SIrE: rEd TEr-rOn PArkEr 34A 
(AMF) (MAF) (nHF) (OSF) CAnM1726773

dAM: IBr rEd WHISPEr X537 
(OSF) IBrX537 Lot 14

Stuart & Dianne Greenwood
Pittsworth-Felton Road, Pittsworth Q 4356

M 0429 903 010 / 0488 987 292
E dianne@greenwoodparkred.com.au

www.greenwoodparkred.com.au

Lot 15 Lot 40
GWPn09 GWPn28

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

33 gReenWood pARk mIss WAttle gWpm04

 boRn:   12/01/2016 tAttoo:  gWpm04 Age: 31 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: T&R JUGGERNAUT (ET) TRHJ5
 BST TULLATOOLA ROSE G68 (AI) 

 INVOCERA EBV A25 (AI) 
dAm: InvoceRA WAttle d2 Iv d2
 FERNDALE PARK WATTLE 2

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.9 +2.1 +24 +35 +45 +42 3 Day 4

Acc 37% 67% 52% 47% 47% 34% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Pestigard 4

+0.6 +28
25% 31%

notes: Freshly calved here (photo taken just 1 day after calving) this lovely 
young cow calved a bullcalf (GWPP15) unassisted to lot 16 (GWPM69), born 
13/07/18. Your opportunity to purchase an out-cross cow with her full life 
ahead of her. She was raised during our last drought and has coped well in 
the current drought conditions. Her sire T & R Juggernaut also has 2 sons in 
the sale (see lot 15 & 18) both with good length and plenty of muscle. Her 
dam Invocera Wattle D2 has produced a number of quality females for us 
and is one of our current donor cows, also an ET half-brother to M04 sold for 
$7,000 at last year’s Power of Red sale.

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

Females
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

35 GK RED ROSE 3A N10 (AI) GK N10

 boRn:   02/08/2017 tAttoo:  gk n10 Age: 13 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI

 BLACK BRYLOR KODIAK 204Y (BLACK) 
SIRE: RED BRYLOR RED KODIAK 3A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1736024
 RED BRYLOR FAYETTE 40Y 

 RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: GK RED 26 ROSE K12 (ET) (AI) GK K12
 RED WHEEL ROSE 36S

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.9 +1.9 +26 +40 +55 +55 +13 3 Day 4

Acc 46% 38% 33% 31% 32% 26% 26% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+36 Pestigard 4

26%

notes:  Rose N10 is a very unique heifer being out of our beautiful Rose 
K12 cow,  who was imported from Wheeler Stock Farms of Saskatchewan, 
Canada as an embryo and sired by our calving ease and maternal sire Kodiak 
3A. N10 was early born with a very moderate birth weight yet has grown into 
a very soft heifer with plenty enough performance. N10 is in the top 25% of 
the Breed for Milk and (low) Birthweight on Breedplan while still retaining 
above breed average growth figures. Sells unjoined , with buyers choice of 2 
units of semen  in either of our new sires Red Lazy MC Tradition 111C or Red 
Cockburn Assassin. (Both of which are not on the open market in Australia)
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

34 gk Red hot ARAbellA n3 gk n03

 boRn:   15/01/2017 tAttoo:  gk n03 Age: 19 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI

 RED BADLANDS NET WORTH 23U (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: GK RED 23U HOT SPIN H49 (ET) GK H49
 RED BRYLOR ANNIE 240U (MAF) 

 RED DMM BRYLOR THUMP 2T (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: GK RED ARABELLA 2T F12 (ET) (AI) GK F12
 GK RED ARABELLA A30 (MAF)

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.9 +4.7 +27 +36 +52 +52 +11 3 Day 4

Acc 32% 44% 43% 39% 40% 32% 32% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.5 +29 -0.4 -0.5 Pestigard 4

26% 31% 25% 25%

notes: N03 is a sweet fronted, long sided, clean made heifer sired by our 
walking Sire Hot Spin H49 and is from the Arabella Cow Family. Her Dam F12 
was a past Sydney place-getter with a divine udder and a load of milk quality 
which is no surprise being sired by Milk trait leader Red DMM Thump. Grand 
Dam A30 won 2008 Brisbane Royal Supreme Interbreed Cow and was a 
maternal sister to trait leader GK Federer F23. Arabella N03 is the first female 
in Australia to sell AI’d to 2016 Canadian National Champion Red Angus Bull, 
Red Lazy MC Tradition 111C she scanned pregnant to this joining  (no other 
exposure), due mid January 2019.

 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

37 GK RED CREAM SODA N14 (ET) (AI) GK N14

 boRn:   21/08/2017 tAttoo:  gk n14 Age: 12 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI

 GUMBO GULCH CREED 94S (BLACK) (AMF) (NHF) 
SIRE: DMM CREED 75W (BLACK RC) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1526335
 RED DMM ESSENCE 156P 

 RED NORTHLINE CRUSH 59R 
DAM: RED NORTHLINE CREAM SODA 241X (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) CANF1588169
 RED NORTHLINE REBA 341S (AMF) (MAF) (NHF)   

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.7 +2.3 +20 +25 +38 +33 3 Day 4

Acc 35% 69% 58% 50% 49% 33% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.0 +22 Pestigard 4

25% 33%

notes: N14 is the first daughter to sell in Australia out of the magnificent 
Canadian Donor Cow Red Northline Cream Soda 241X. Cream Soda N14 is a 
deep bodied, moderate framed, soft made heifer with a lovely temperament. 
She is sired by the Champion Canadian Black/ Red Carrier Sire DMM Creed 
75W who has bred well in Canada and here in Australia for RDM Angus. Sells 
Unjoined with buyers choice of two units of semen in either of our two new 
Sires Tradition 111C or Assassin 624D.
 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

36 GK RED RUBA 21 N11 (ET) (AI) GK N11

 boRn:   11/08/2017 tAttoo:  gk n11 Age: 12 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI    

 RED SSS SOLDIER 365W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED LAZY MC TROOPER 21Y (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1639504
 LAZY MC EXPRESS 60W (BLACK RC) 

 RED FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: GK RED RUBA 26 G40 (ET) (AI) GK G40
 RED HOWE MS RUBA DDH 7H (MAF)  

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.7 +1.0 +18 +34 +48 +59 +9 3 Day 4

Acc 53% 73% 63% 56% 56% 44% 31% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+0.8 +35 +0.0 +0.0 +0.5 Pestigard 4

28% 40% 27% 27% 26%

notes: Ruba N11 is a low birthweight, lovely soft, sweet fronted heifer. She 
is out of our super cow, the 2017 Sydney Urquhart Trophy winner (Supreme 
Beef Exhibit) GK Red Ruba 26 G40 and is sired by the past U.S National 
Champion bull and successful Sire, Red Lazy MC Trooper 21Y. This joining has 
worked really well with a full sister being named Junior Champion heifer at 
Brisbane in 2016 and selling to Black Diamond Angus as a yearling. They then 
showed her on as a two year old cow to the Senior Cow Championship at 
2018 Sydney Royal Show. A full brother sold to Goonoo Red Angus in Power 
of Red III last year, topping the yearling bull division at $7500. Sells unjoined 
with buyer’s choice of 2 units of either Tradition 111C or Assassin 624D.
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

 39 GREENWOOD PARK 34A VICKI C23 N16 (ET) GWPN16

 boRn:   30/07/2017 tAttoo:  gWpn16 Age: 13 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y (BLACK RC) 
SIRE: RED TER-RON PARKER 34A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1726773
 RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 164Y 

 FERNDALE PARK RAMBO (ET) (AI) 
DAM: DONNA-LYNN CAROUSEL (AI) 1YNC23
 DONNA-LYNN VICKI (TWIN) (AI)  

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.6 +1.9 +21 +26 +36 +40 3 Day 4

Acc 43% 72% 54% 47% 49% 36% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Pestigard 4

+21
28%

notes: We continue to be impressed with the consistent results we are 
achieving from using Parker 34A in our program here at Greenwood Park. 
N16 is another stylish female from a large framed cow going back to Vicki V8 
who retained a terrific udder until the age of 17. We see a lot of potential in 
this female as she continues to develop. Sells unjoined.
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

38 GK RED DINA 1B N34 (AI) GK N34

 boRn:   01/12/2017 tAttoo:  gk n34 Age: 9 months
 vendor: g & k IseppI   

 RED SOO LINE POWER EYE 161X (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED DOUBLE B BULLSEYE 1B (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1788640
 RED BLAIRS PRICILLA 44Z 

 GK 26 FEDERER F23 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
dAm: gk Red dInA 23 k29 gk k29
 GK RED DINA 2T F27 (AI) 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.2 +5.4 +37 +55 +75 +77 +12 3 Day 4

Acc 51% 70% 62% 52% 53% 37% 27% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Tick Fever 4

+47 Pestigard 4

35%

notes:  N34 is from the first drop of calves at GK sired by Bullseye 1B. Her 
dam is a lovely Federer daughter from the very consistent Dina cow family. 
N34 suffered a setback while still on her dam (on the lease block) having 
found her with her head stuck in the fork of a tree and in a bad way, she 
was extremely lucky we found her when we did.  We think N34 has a world 
of potential ahead of her. This heifer is a lovely natured heifer with a great 
spread of figures being in the top 5% of the Red Angus breed for 200, 400 
& 600 day growth and Carcase Weight and still being in the top 35% of the 
breed for milk on Group Breedplan. Sells unjoined with the option of two 
units in either of our new sires Tradition 111C or Assassin 624D. 
 

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

40 GREENWOOD PARK 365W TRIX N28 (ET) GWPN28

 boRn:   08/08/2017 tAttoo:  gWpn28 Age: 12 months
 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd  

 RED SVR KNIGHT 236T 
SIRE: RED SSS SOLDIER 365W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1533473
 RED SSS BELLE 342S 

 TREVONE PARK TYSON E11 
dAm: boonyouIn e11 tRIX g55 mAkg55
 TREVONE PARK TRIX E24 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV -0.5 +2.6 +24 +38 +48 +47 3 Day 4

Acc 46% 73% 57% 50% 51% 36% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf Pestigard 4

+33
30%

 

notes:  We couldn’t be happier with the job SSS Soldier has done in our 
herd. He has combined particularly well with G55 in our flush/ET programs 
and this sweet heifer is another example of this mating. The dam of lot 16 is 
a full flush sister to this heifer and was our show heifer/cow in 2016/17, with 
success on the local circuit. A $500 buyers rebate will apply if purchased by a 
current Red Angus Society junior member. Sells unjoined.
 
 

41 SOPHIE’S RED NANCY N1 (AI) SRLN1

 boRn:   03/03/2017 tAttoo:  sRln1 Age: 18 months
 vendor: sophIe lAck

 LMAN KING ROB 8621 (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: GLACIER CHATEAU 744 (OSF) USAM557331
 GLACIER REBALA 

 RED NORTHLINE IGNITION 125W (MAF) (OSF) 
DAM: DAWSON LUCY L5 (ET) (AI) ZJBL5
 DONNA-LYNN CHERIE E7 (AI)   

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK Treatments
EBV +0.1 +3.5 +28 +40 +61 +66 +13 3 Day 4

Acc 48% 53% 49% 48% 48% 43% 45% 7 in 1 4

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf
+1.0 +37 +2.1 +0.2 +0.4 +0.7 +0.2

38% 41% 30% 36% 36% 35% 34%

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

notes: Very quiet, successful show heifer, winning Grand Champion Red 
Angus Female at Toowoomba Show 2018. Sells unjoined.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

emBryo lots

42 Red lAZy mc tRAdItIon 111c (AMF) (MAF)  
 (NHF) (OSF) CANM1859022
 X gk Red 23 cheRok J28 GK J28
  
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 stored at: holbrook breeders

 RED WPRA LEGACY A-314 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF)
SIRE: RED LAZY MC TRADITION 111C (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
 RED LAZY MC FIREFLY 78R CANF1285723) 

 GK 26 FEDERER F23 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) GK F23
dAm: gk Red 23 cheRok J28 gk J28  
 GK RED CHEROK X9 (ET) (AI) (MAF) GK X09

notes: Selling two packages of 3 first grade frozen embryos. Stored at Holbrook 
Breeders NSW. These packages of embryos offer some new fresh bloodlines 
being sired by the 2017 Canadian National Champion Red Angus Bull Red Lazy 
MC Tradition and out our gorgeous Cherok J28 cow. J28 produced the 2016 
Brisbane Royal Junior Champion Bull on her first attempt. J28 is a magnificent 
daughter of Federer and the old Cherok X09 cow, who was imported from 
Brylor Ranch, Canada as an embryo. We are looking forward to seeing the full 
siblings to these embryos hit the ground at GK next year.

 

43 Red lAZy mc hollyWood 127c (AMF) (MAF) 
 (NHF) (OSF) CANM1889374
 X tRIple m moRoJIttI J79 (ET) (AI) MMMJ79
  
 vendor: tRIple m Red Angus
 Stored at: United Cattle Allora

 RED TER-RON PARKER 34A (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1726773
SIRE: R RED LAZY MC HOLLYWOOD 127C (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1889374ED
 RED LAZY MC FIREFLY 36Z (AMF) CANF1700032 D) 

 RED BAR-E-L APPROVAL 4L CANM1072819  
DAM: TRIPLE M MOROJITTI J79 (ET) (AI) MMMJ79TRIPLE M  
 WATERFRONT X158 (ET) (AI) HRHX158  

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

Lot 42 A Purchaser ..................................................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 42 B Purchaser ..................................................................................Price $ ......................................................

notes: Selling one package of 4 embryos.  Sold on a per embryo basis. Stored 
at United Cattle Breeders, Allora.  Morojitti J79 is developing into one of our 
best donor cows here at Triple M.  She is by the ever proven sire Approval.  
Hollywood has been producing sound, sweet, easy doing calves throughout 
USA and Canada. This is your opportunity to tap into his genetics here in 
Australia.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

44 Red WpRA legAcy A-314 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF)  
 (OSF) CANM1777454
 X tRevone pARk tRIX e24 VDME24

 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd
 Stored at: United Cattle Breeders, Allora

 RED LAZY MC EYE SPY 64Y 
SIRE: RED WPRA LEGACY A-314 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1777454
 RED WPRA EVERLEDA ENTENSE 610

 TREVONE PARK HUNTER B31 (ET) (AI)
dAm: tRevone pARk tRIX e24 vdme24
 TREVONE PARK TRIX B2 (ET) (AI) 

45 Red lAZy mc cc detouR 2W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF)
 (OSF) CANM1494226
 X Red teR-Ron dIAmond mIst 290p (AMF) 
 (MAF) (NHF) CANF1225408

 vendor: gWf Investments pty ltd
 Stored at: United Cattle Breeders, Allora

 RED RMJ REDMAN 1T (MAF) (OSF) 
SIRE: RED LAZY MC CC DETOUR 2W (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1494226
 RED LAZY MC BESS 12S (NHF) 

 RED SVR EXPLOSION 23M 
DAM: RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 290P (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) CANF1225408
 BIG SKY DIAMOND MIST 290 (BLACK RC)

Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................Purchaser ..................................................................................................... Price $ ......................................................

notes:  Package of 4 frozen embryos, sold on a per embryo basis, guarantee 
50% (conditions apply). Legacy breeds powerful, showy & correct calves and 
his progeny in Canada are winning in the show ring and performing in the 
paddock. He has 234 Canadian progeny and has EPDs in the top 1 to 5% 
for EMA, Marbling, Weaning weight and milk. In this embryo package, he 
is joined to Trevone Park Trix E24 who has delivered in the Greenwood Park 
herd year in year out and through 3 droughts (so far). That performance & 
reliability combined with the power of Legacy should yield something special.
 

notes:  Package of 4 frozen embryos, sold on a per embryo basis, guarantee 
50% (conditions apply). Imported embryos combining 2 great studs in Lazy 
MC & Ter-Ron Farms.  Detour is a calving specialist bull and has 826 reg 
progeny in Canada. The dam in this pairing Diamond Mist 290P was named 
the 2007 Grand Champion Red Angus Female at both Farmfair International 
and Agribition.  Full flush brother sold for $6,000 in last year’s Power of Red 
sale.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

46 Red cockbuRn AssAssIn 624d (AMF) (MAF)  
 (NHF) (OSF) CANM1942328 

 boRn:   15/02/2016 tAttoo:  cAnm1942328 
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 Stored at: Select Genetics

 LSF SAGA 1040Y 
sIRe: Red pIe specIAlIst 430 cAnm1875330
 PIE PLAYMATE 232 

 RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 18T 
dAm: Red cockbuRn coRA 254Z cAnf1881579
 RED WILBAR CORA 443P

notes:  Selling 4 packages of semen, stored at Select Genetics.  
Assassin 624D was the top selling yearling bull in the Cockburn/Merit bull 
Sale for $77,500 CAD to Brylor Ranch, Alberta. GK secured only a very limited 
amount of semen on this young standout sire. 624D is a very well balanced 
bull combining low birth weight, explosive growth, outstanding phenotype 
and a balanced set of figures and he is also from Cockburn’s leading cow 
family. Assassin’s Dam is an exceptional young cow and is a maternal sister to 
Cockburn Ribeye 308U. A maternal sister to Assassin sold for $15,000 CAD in 
the Power and Perfection Sale in Canada. Actual Birth Weight: 35 kg Actual 
Weaning Weight: 409 kg @ 8 months.

 

47 Red fIne lIne mulbeRRy 26p (AMF) (MAF)  
 (OSF) CANM1237972

 boRn:   31/01/2004 tAttoo:  cAnm1237972
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 Stored at: Select Genetics    

 RED HR RAMBO ET 91K 
sIRe: Red compAss mulbeRRy 449m cAnm1128419
 RED BRYLOR MISS ROC 20H 

 RED SILVERIAS REDFORD 
dAm: Red dus fAyette 8g cAnf949458
 RED MC DOUGALL FAYETTE 59A

Lot 46A 10 straws Purchaser ............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 46B 10 straws Purchaser ............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 46C 6 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 46D 4 straws Purchaser...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 47A 6 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 47B 6 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 47C 4 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

semen lots

notes: Selling 3 packages of semen, stored at Select Genetics.  
Mulberry is a breed legend worldwide known for his perfect uddered 
daughters and thick easy doing Sons. A trait leader in Australia for all growth 
traits and still top 25% of the breed for Milk, Mulberry is also well known for 
producing progeny that finish easily on grass. Sire of the Supreme Beef Exhibit 
Sydney 2017, Supreme Beef Cow Sydney 2015, Hordern Trophy winning cow 
Sydney 2014,  Hordern Trophy winning bull Sydney 2012, Supreme Beef Bull 
Brisbane 2012, Supreme Beef Exhibit Melbourne 2012.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

48 Red lAZy mc tRAdItIon 111c (AMF) (MAF)  
 (NHF) (OSF) CANM1859022

 boRn:   12/02/2015 tAttoo:  cAnm1859022 
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 Stored at: Select Genetics

 RED LAZY MC EYE SPY 64Y (AMF) (NHF) 
SIRE: RED WPRA LEGACY A-314 (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1777454
 RED WPRA EVERLEDA ENTENSE 610 

 RED LAZY MC SMASH 41N (OSF) 
dAm: Red lAZy mc fIRefly 78R cAnf1285723
 RED LAZY MC MISS FIREFLY 61L   

49 Red noRthlIne fAt tony 605u (AMF) (MAF)
 (OSF) CANM1462961

 boRn:   18/04/2008 tAttoo:  cAnm1462961
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 stored at: farmers breeding supplies

 RED GEIS HI HO 180’04 
SIRE: RED SVR GANGSTER 14S (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) CANM1328810
 RED DWAJO DUCHESS 75M 

 RED NORTHLINE ROB ROY 122K (MAF) (OSF) 
dAm: Red noRthlIne Ruby 0305n cAnf1483698
 RED NORTHLINE RUBY 305K   

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK
EBV -0.7 +1.7 +13 +19 +29 +21 +6

Acc 82% 90% 80% 77% 75% 57% 46%

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf
+0.3 +16 +1.9 +1.5 +2.2 -0.4 +0.6

65% 58% 40% 55% 55% 50% 48%

notes: 3 packages of semen, stored at Select Genetics. 
Tradition started out as a standout calf at Lazy MC, selling as pick of the bull 
calves in the 2015 Cowgirls Sale in Canada to Nordal Farms for $29,000. Fast 
forward to the 2017 and Tradition was named Canadian Red Angus Show 
bull of the year after winning Champion Red Angus Bull at Olds Fall Classic 
and National Champion Red Angus bull at Farmfair. Tradition is a bull that 
we believe will fit into Australian programs well. He is a thick topped, big 
ribbed bull with a good front end, while maintaining enough growth for our 
industry. Couple this with a great set of feet and a short slick coat and he 
ticks most of the boxes as far as we are concerned being out of a sound, good 
uddered, hard working cow and sired by the successful WPRA Legacy bull. 
There will only be a very limited release of Tradition semen in Australia, these 
being the only packages to sell this Spring and Summer.

Lot 48A 10 straws Purchaser ............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 48B 10 straws Purchaser ............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 48C 6 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 49A 10 straws Purchaser ............................................................Price $ ......................................................

Lot 49B 6 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

notes: 2 packages of semen, stored at Farmers Breeding Supplies. 
Fat Tony is a bull with amazing phenotype and was named the 2011 US 
National Champion Red Angus Bull in Denver. He is a proven low birthweight 
sire who will put power and muscle into his progeny along with  amazing 
temperaments, high EMA’s and High IMF. Fat Tony sired the top price bull at 
both the 2015 and 2016 Red Angus National Sales. His semen has been off 
the open market for several years now and is hard to find.
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July 2018 Red Angus GROUP BREEDPLAN:   EBV AVG: GL –0.4   BW +2.5    200 +22   400 +34   
600 +46   MCW +42  MK +9  SS +0.8   EMA +1.0   RIB –0.4   RUMP –0.6   RBY +0.6   IMF –0.1

50 Red noRthlIne chuck noRRIs 305X (AMF)  
 (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) CANM1588175

 boRn:   02/05/2010 tAttoo:  cAnm1588175
 vendor: g & k IseppI
 stored at: farmers breeding supplies

 RED GEIS HI HO 180’04 
SIRE: RED SVR GANGSTER 14S (AMF) (MAF) (OSF) CANM1328810
 RED DWAJO DUCHESS 75M 

 RED PIE ATLANTIC 2204 (MAF) (OSF) 
dAm: Red noRthlIne Queen 305s cAnf1588167
 RED NORTHLINE RUBY 305D 

GL BW 200 400 600 MCW MILK
EBV -0.4 +2.4 +18 +27 +36 +37
Acc 42% 62% 54% 52% 47% 32%

ss cW emA RIb Rump Rby Imf
+0.5 +20 +1.5 +1.5 +2.2 -0.6 +0.5

37% 37% 26% 35% 35% 31% 28%

  

notes: Selling 5 straws of semen, stored at Farmers Breeding Supplies.
Very limited semen came into Australia on this eye appealing sire. Chuck 
Norris was a three time division champion in Denver at the National Western 
Stock Show. Chuck Norris has bred well siring the 2016 Adelaide Royal Grand 
Champion Bull and the 2017 Sydney Senior Champion Bull.

Lot 50A 5 straws Purchaser ...............................................................Price $ ......................................................

cHapter one - preliminary
1. (a)  a vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale by auction.
 (b)  an agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by conducting an auction sale.
 (c)  a buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.
 (d)  Competition and Consumer act (Cth) 2010
  it is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition with each other to make, or give effect to, a 

contract, arrangement or understanding that contains a provision relating to:
   i. price-fixing; or
   ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
   iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
   iv. bid-rigging; or
   v. collusive bidding.
  large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.
2.  (a) in these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively includes the servants, contractors 

and agents of each of them. the auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly responsible for the acts and 
omissions of their respective servants, contractors and agents. the term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the law and 
context permits, the vendor’s agent.

 (b) when used in these terms the expressions “companion animals” means all animals originating from the same 
property on a particular day. where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all of these animals shall 
be regarded as companions.

3.  the following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
 (a) the following words have the following meanings:
  fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred or relating to these terms and conditions 

and the sale and purchase of livestock including, without limitation, transaction levies, yard and weigh dues, cartage, 
advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or incurred, by the agent;

  livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and conditions; and 
  Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer referred to in clause 7 of these terms and 

conditions
   (i) plus any fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the purchase of livestock that are payable by the 

buyer; and
   (ii) plus any Gst added in accordance with clause 12.
 (b) these terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the state in which the auction is conducted and 

in the event of any conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. the provisions of these terms and conditions 
are in addition to, and do not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in legislation 
and regulation in the state in which the auction is conducted.

cHapter two - standard terms of sale
4.  subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without 

declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.
5. the auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified prior to the commencement of 

the sale and is subject to state law.
6. a bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides 

to put the lot up again.
7.  Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and receive any further bids. the last price called 

by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.
8. in the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide 

to put the lot up again. the auctioneer’s decision is final.
9.  the auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the best interest of the vendor 

and need not give reasons for doing so.
10. a bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of written 

authority to bid for or on behalf of another person.
11. the successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer:
 (a) the purchaser’s name; or
 (b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or
 (c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made; and
 (d) the Property identification Code (known as the “PiC”) of destination.
12. the auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods and services tax (Gst). Gst 

shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those sales subject to Gst.
13. the vendor warrants;
 (a) that the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the time of delivery; and
 (b) that the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s obligations under this contract including 

payment.
14.  if a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the requirements of state law, any 

livestock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and manner the 
auctioneer decides. the re-sale may be with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. the buyer is responsible for 
all loss and expense arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15.  the buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price in immediate funds on receipt of a tax 
invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in an agreement between 
the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the hammer. if, before delivery, payment has not been made 
then clauses 20 to 23 apply.

16.  no person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made arrangements satisfactory to 
the auctioneer for payment for livestock purchased. if bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery 
shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived 
as far as possible.

17. (a) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the 
hammer.

 (b)  Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer immediately after 
weighing.

 (c)  all livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the 
hammer.

18.  (a) subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.
 (b) the time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at the first of:
  (i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
  (ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
  (iii) one hour after the last animal is:
   a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
   b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.
 (c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or diseased where that condition 

existed prior to the fall of the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was in the selling pen.

LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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 (d) if the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal 
is returned to the vendor or sold on such terms as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the agent has disclosed 
the reason for rejection to that buyer.

 (e) this subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for slaughter. the agent has 
responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from the time of 
the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated 
transport.this responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on 
the day after the sale. this subclause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.

19.  (a) subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby 
excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows. all lots are open for inspection prior to the commencement 
of the sale and are sold with all faults, if any. no compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, errors of 
description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

 (b) any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the provision of relevant information in terms of 
legislation or regulation concerning the national livestock identification scheme (nlis) must be made by 5:00pm on 
the seventh day after the fall of the hammer. no objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect 
of such error or misdescription can be made after that time.

 (c) any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the effect that any female has been 
pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer 
signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been tested or scanned on 
the date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

 (d) for slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that any nlis cattle device 
number is transferred from the saleyard PiC to the purchaser’s PiC on the nlis database no later than midnight on 
the day of the sale.

 (e) for other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that the nlis information is 
transferred from the saleyard PiC to the purchaser’s PiC on the nlis database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

 (f)  where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the national Vendor Declaration (nVD) 
and/or the nlis/ErP database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or announce the status prior 
to the offering of those lots.

20.  if delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full payment of the Price, then until 
full payment is received, the buyer:

 (a) does not acquire title to the livestock;
 (b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;
 (c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;
 (d) must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;
 (e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;
 (f) may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the livestock. as between the buyer and the subsequent 

buyer, the sale shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the vendor, however as between the 
vendor and buyer, the sale shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

 (g) must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its other money and hold those 
proceeds, together with the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the vendor.

21. the purchaser agrees that:
 (a) Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal Property securities act (Cth) 2009 (PPsa);
 (b) the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the seller (and/or the agent if Clause 25 applies) to register a financing 

statement under the PPsa with respect to the security interest created by this clause;
 (c) the livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPsa;
 (d) to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser has under the PPsa to receive notices; and
 (e) the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes into force is the first date on which livestock 

are delivered pursuant to this contract
22. the buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and 

indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the 
vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1. Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. 
the agent is then the del credere agent of the vendor at law.

23.2. the vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in clause 23.3.
23.3. when this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by operation of the law, the parties agree that, 

subject to clause 23.5 the agent is subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions against the buyer.
23.4. the vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession or other action to recover any livestock for 

which the buyer has not paid in full, or the Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and conditions:
 (a)  when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by reselling the livestock); and
 (b) when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment 

under these terms and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to the livestock has not 
passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as agent of the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor 
for the proceeds of sale.

23.5. the agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of all or any of its rights under these terms 
and conditions and any debts created pursuant to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under clause 
23.3).

23.6. the vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:
 (a) do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights 

and interests afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under these terms and conditions; and
 (b) appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may do as the vendor’s attorney.
23.7. these terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against 

the agent any right the buyer may have against the vendor or otherwise.
23.8. the buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended solely for the benefit of the agent (and its 

assigns) and the vendor. the liabilities and obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:
 (a) by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or
 (b) by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply with the terms of this clause 23.
23.9. the buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under these terms and conditions without any 

deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off or 
counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any 
other person including any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.

24. (a) the agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less such commission as is agreed between the 
vendor and the agent, and in the absence of any agreement such amount as is reasonable, and less the fees that are 
payable by the vendor that were incurred by the agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.

 (b) in the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor 
for the amount of such payment. further, if the agent pays the vendor any amount which the buyer also pays direct 
to the vendor in respect of the same livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the agent may 
debit that amount to an account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

 (c) regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is not under obligation so to do, instead of 
deducting payments owed to it by the vendor, debit the amount of the commission and fees to an account held in the 
name of the vendor by the agent.

25. (a) the auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of selling the livestock comprised in 
the lots. the terms of engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by 
the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding 
environments.

 (b) the vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several duties under the australian animal welfare 
standards and Guidelines for the land transport of livestock and further to consign, manage, receive, transport and 
handle livestock in accordance with any other or additional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the 
jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received, transported and handled in the course of the auction 
process.

cHapter tHree – Vendor warranty for correct presentation and declaration
26. this chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer 

is the slaughterer and the livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. 
this chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. a slaughterer is 
any person who pays the aMPC Processor levy.

27.  the warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at auction:
 (a) pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the time of slaughter;.
 (b) are of merchantable quality;
 (c) carry an nlis device in accordance with state law;
 (d) in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock have particular 

characteristics or are fit for a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on information in any 
document, the livestock will have those characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

 (e) all information in any document provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct in all material respects.
28. in the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent 

by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of 
the vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29.  however if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright but are instead downgraded then the 
buyer will pay the value of the livestock at their next highest and best use.

30. in the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor will also be liable to the buyer for any further 
losses which the buyer might establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the agent and vendor 
to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of any loss.

31. where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign material contamination and provided such test 
is certified and notified as required by these vendor warranty terms, then:

 (a) the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot only; or
 (b) the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the 

livestock slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations will be that of the vendor. where product integrity 
is potentially jeopardised, the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock back to the consigning 
property at the vendor’s cost.

32. the auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s warranty arising out of:
 (a) any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the nVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale 

catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;
 (b) any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor of the warranty of the 

vendor if the buyer establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and
 (c) any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed 

to provide a Nvd that is complete in all material aspects.

cHapter foUr - owners risk for condition of cattle
33.  this chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is 

the slaughterer and the cattle are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. this 
chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. a slaughterer is any person 
who pays the aMPC Processor levy.

34.  owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle for sale that are fit for human consumption. 
Cattle are fit for human consumption if they are not condemned as unfit by government. owners risk applies if the 
condemnation is due to a condition in the animal which the buyer establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed 
prior to the fall of the hammer.

35.  a buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price of that animal to the vendor. the buyer 
remains nevertheless liable for all costs incurred after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and disposal of 
the animal.

36. owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter applies if all of the following are satisfied:
 (a) a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant nlis rfiD tag number and PiC, the date of the certificate, 

the reason for condemnation and that the reason for condemnation existed prior to the fall of the hammer;
 (b) the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form or by fax or electronic communication in the form 

of data, text or imaging by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer; and
 (c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows testing in a government approved laboratory which 

establishes maximum residue limits in excess of the australian limit.
37. owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason for condemnation is any of bruising, fever, 

partial condemnation or emaciation.

cHapter fiVe - notices reQUired by legislation
nsw Property, stock and business agents act 2002 warnings
Penalties for collusive practices. it is an offence against the Property, stock and business agents act 2002 for a person to do any 
of the following as a result of a collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive
practice to do any of the following:
(i) to abstain from bidding; or
(ii)  to bid to a limited extent only; or
(iii)  to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.
severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
the auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely announces that fact 
prior to the sale.

tasmania legislation. an auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid 
was made. a person must not participate in collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from 
bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent free and open competition.

wa auction sales act 1973 s31 notiCE.
it is an offence to:
(i) induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means of a promise, expressed or implied, that the 

other person will have the right to elect to take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to become the owner;
(ii) abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;
(iii) knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any name other than that of the actual successful 

bidder;
(iv) enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the actual successful bidder; or
(v) in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm 

or corporation on whose behalf the sale is conducted.  the vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer 
have the right to make no more than three bids.

© febrUary 2017 australian livestock & property agents association limited all rights reserved.
Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.
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